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Some exact results on
the CGHS black-hole radiation*

By F. VendrelP

Institut de physique théorique, Université de Lausanne
CH-1012 Dorigny, Switzerland

and

Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College
London SW7 2BZ, UK

(2.X.1997)

Abstract. Theorems on the emission of massless scalar particles by the CGHS black hole are
presented. The convergence of the mean number of particles created spontaneously in an arbitrary
state is studied and shown tu be strongly dependent on the infrared behavior of this state. A
bound for this quantity is given and its asymptotic forms close to the horizon and far from the
black hole are investigated. The physics of a wave packet is analysed in some detail in the black-
hole background. It is also shown that for some states the mean number of created particles is not
thermal close to the horizon. These states have a long queue extending far from the black hole, or
are unlocalised in configuration space.

1 Introduction

The quantum physics of black holes has been a field of extensive research since Hawking
discovered that, due to quantum mechanical effects, black holes emit spontaneously particles
with a thermal spectrum [1]. In order to understand better the physical outcomes of this
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discovery, as for example the evaporation and entropy of black holes, two-dimensional black-
hole models have been studied for simplicity in the literature. One of these is the CGHS
black hole [2] which is again considered here.

The present paper is mainly concerned by the study, in the CGHS black-hole background,
of the mean number N[f] of massless scalar particles created spontaneously in an arbitrary
state /. The investigation of this issue has first been done by Wanders [3] for the Dirac
massless field. In that case, this quantity is reinterpreted as the probability W[f] oi detecting

a fermion in the state /. Wanders showed that this probability tends to the thermal
probability Wi [/] when the state / is translated towards the event-horizon, where ß is the
inverse temperature of the black hole. He obtained furthermore a bound for the difference
I W[f] — Wlh[f] |, which exhibits a strong dependence on the queue of / extending far away
from the horizon.

The massless scalar field will be studied here along similar lines. In this case, however,
infrared issues are of primordial importance, so I shall also concentrated on them. Although
the Wightman function is in general not positive definite in two-dimensional spacetimes
because of its bad IR behaviour [4], the massless scalar field may still be considered if the
set of states is reduced in an appropriate way [5]. In this framework, one of the relevant

problem is then the influence of the infrared behavior of the state / on the mean number

N[f] and on the difference | N[f] — NJh[f] |, where Njh[f] is the average number of particles
in the state / for an outgoing thermal flux of radiation of temperature ß~l. It is shown in
this paper that these quantities may diverge or not depending on the IR properties of the
considered state. This imply in particular that there exist states for which the mean number

of created particles is not thermal close to the horizon. The IR properties of / are related
to the properties of its queue in configuration space. As in the fermionic case, a bound
is obtained for the difference | N[f] — Njh[f] |, which depends strongly on the queue of /
extending far away from the black hole.

The queues of states in configuration space play thus a relatively important role for the
black-hole physics. When one restricts oneself to positive momentum modes only, states
cannot be well localised. There is a theorem of Paley and Wiener (see appendix A.l) which
asserts that if the Fourier transform of a function of one variable vanishes for all negative values

of its argument, then it does not decrease at infinity faster that an exponential function.
One is thus led to study states whose wave function decreases at infinity in an algebraic way
or which are unlocalised. One may expect that the global properties of these states come
into play when the physics of the black hole is analysed close to its event-horizon. This issue

is considered in the present paper.

The physics of a wave packet in the CGHS black-hole background is also studied. This
wave packet depends on a parameter 5, and its Fourier transform becomes narrower in
momentum space when 6 vanishes. In this limit, the variance of the momentum operator
vanishes in this state and the wave packet is completely delocalised. In consequence, it is

not justified to make the approximation of the horizon to calculate the mean number N[f],
as it is usually done, and an exact calculation must be performed. This is done here for
the first time and leads to unexpected results. In particular, the mean number of particles
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created by the black hole in this delocalised state is equal to the half oi the thermal average
Np [f], aQd is invariant under a translation of the state /.

Section 2 is devoted to a review of the CGHS black hole and of the quantum field
formalism [6], In section 3, some conditions under which the mean number N[f] of created
particles diverges are investigated and a bound for this quantity is given. The asymptotic
behaviors of the mean number N[f] close to the horizon and far from the black hole are given
in section 4. These last results are applied to the physics of a wave packet in the black-hole
background in section 5.

2 Quantum field theory in the black-hole background

2.1 The CGHS black hole

The CGHS black hole [2] is a vacuum solution of the dilatonic gravity theory defined by the
action

S ±-Jd2x^-g{e-2*[R + 4(V<j>)2 + 4\2}-l-(Vf)2}, (2.1)

where g is the metric, f> the dilatonic field, / a classical massless matter field and A2 the

cosmological constant. This black hole may be created from a shock wave of /-matter, whose

only non-vanishing energy-momentum tensor 7Y„(x) component is

T(+(x) \(d+f)2 M6(x+), (2.2)

where AI > 0. For simplicity, one assumes that A M 1 without loss of generality. If
the line element is Minkowskian for x+ < 0, then from the equations of motion one gets for
x+ > 0

¦ 9 dx+dx~
ds2 r -¦ 2.3

1 + ex e~I+ - 1 '

The x coordinates are the incoming coordinates, the outgoing coordinates (y+,y~) € IR2 are
defined by the transformation

x+(y+) y+,
t - \ (2-4)

x-(y~) - log 1 + e"* J.

These coordinates parametrise only the lower half-plane x~ < 0 of spacetime where the line
element (2.3) is given by

ds2 Jy^zf^^ (2.5)
1 + c» ~v
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Figure 1: Spacetime diagram of the CGHS black hole in x coordinates. The event-horizon
is located at x~ 0 or y~ — +oo.

if x+ > 0. This tends to the Minkowski metric in the limit y+ —¥ +oo. The spacetime
diagram in shown in fig. 1.

Equation (2.3) implies that the scalar curvature is singular on the curve x~ x^(x+)
where [7]

r+) -log(l-e-I+). (2.6)

The signature of the line element (2.3) is reversed there, i.e. the conformai factor is only
positive if x~ < Xg(x+). This line element may be rewritten in terms of the function xj:

dx+dx~
ds2 (2.7)

1 — e*--*s(:r+)

In the Minkowskian region close to the singularity, i.e. in the limits x~ « xj and x+ ZS> 1,

eq. (2.7) tends to [6, 8]

dx+ dx~
ds2 (2.8)

since xs(x+) s; 0 if i+ > 1. For this new line element, the transformation x x(y) is

redefined by

x+(y+) y+,

x~(y~) -e~y',
(2.9)

and this line element is Minkowskian in these new y coordinates. In the limit x « 0, the
two transformations (2.4) and (2.9) coincide.
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2.2 Quantum field theory

2.2.1 Fields and test functions

In a two-dimensional spacetime, the line element can always be written in a conformai form
in an appropriate set of coordinates, at least locally. In these coordinates, the left and
right moving modes of the massless scalar field decouple. If the transformation relating
the incoming and outgoing coordinates, denoted by x and y respectively, takes the form
x* x±(y±), these modes do not mix up when the change of coordinates is made, i.e. left
(right) moving modes in incoming coordinates are still left (right) moving modes in outgoing
coordinates. The physics of the left moving modes is then trivial in the CGHS black-hole
background (see eqs (2.4)), and so we will concentrate from now on only on the right moving
modes, and the subscripts ± will be dropped.

A
The incoming and outgoing field distributions, denoted by f> and <t>, are related through

A A A
the equation <fi[f] ó[f] [6]. The incoming test function f (x) is given in terms of the
outgoing test function f(y) by

f(y) x'(y)f(x(y)), VyelR, (2.10)

A _
or by / Uf where the kernel of the operator U is defined by

U(k,p) ^- f*™ dy e-,kx{y) eipy. (2.11)
2ir J-oo

The incoming and outgoing momenta are denoted by k and p respectively. The outgoing
wave function space is L2(2£-, IR+), and is the completion of the set'

5(IR+) if 6S(R)\ f(p) d(p)f(p),VP€\R}, (2.12)

where <S(IR) is the Schwartz space.

In the CGHS black-hole background, one has from eqs (2.4) and (2.11),

U(k,p) -Lß(ip-ifc + 0+,-ip+0+). (2.13)
27T

Here B is the beta function defined by [9]

where T is the gamma function satisfying

|r(ip)|2 *
r (2.15)

p sinh(7rp)

lff denotes the step function defined by 9{p) 0 if p < 0 and 6(p) 1 otherwise.
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2.2.2 Local observables

The two-point function for the incoming vacuum is given in y coordinates by [6]

W(y,y') -^log{x(y')-x(y) + iO+}- (2.16)

In the CGHS black-hole background, it is periodic in the imaginary direction for all y, y' € IR,

W(y,y') W(y,y' + 'i2wn)

Since the thermal two-point function is given by [6]

Vn€ Z.

Wjh(y,y')
1

i ¦ >,--— log < — sinh
4?r 7T l(y'-yA^)ß

one obtains in this case

W(y,y')

W(y,y') « Wlh(y,y'),

wlh(y,y'), when y,y' 2> 1.

when —y, —y' S> 1,

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

if two-point functions are considered as kernel of distributions on <S(IR+) x <S(IR+). This
means that, in outgoing coordinates, the incoming vacuum is a thermal state of temperature

(2tt)_1 close to the horizon, and of temperature zero far from the horizon. Since the

energy-momentum tensor T(y) in y coordinates may be obtained from the two-point function

W (y,y'), these results imply that T(y) is also thermal close the horizon and far from
the CGHS black hole,

,Jjm f(y) Tl\ lim T(y) TT,

vhere the thermal energy-momentum tensor of temperature ß l is given by

1ß - \2ß2

(2.21)

(2.22)

2.2.3 Mean number of created particles and implementability

The mean number of particles created spontaneously in a normalised state / G L2(^, IR+)

is given by [6]

r°° dk À

m - ff i/(-*)P
In the CGHS black-hole background one has from eq. (2.15),

\U(-k,p)\2 i- sinhîrfc
47T p(p A k) sinh7rp sinh?r(p + k)

1

2?rp

e(k)
+

6(-k)
e2^ -11 2irp if \k\ » |p| + l.

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)
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The mean number of particles created in a given mode fp, defined by fp(p') 2p'6(p — p')
where p > 0, is UV divergent in k,

N{fp] co. (2.26)

The total mean number of created particles is clearly also infinite, with an additional IR
divergence in p. The incoming and outgoing vacuums can thus not be related by an unitary
transformation, i.e. the problem is not implementable.

2.2.4 The thermal case

In ref. [6], it is shown that the theory of a massless scalar field interacting with an outgoing
thermal flux of radiation is equivalent to the theory of this field in the spacetime background
defined by eq. (2.8), in the sense that expectation values of observables in the incoming
vacuum are equal to their thermal averages in the outgoing Hilbert space. In particular, the
incoming-vacuum two-point function and energy-momentum tensor are given everywhere in
this spacetime by eqs (2.18) and (2.22) with ß 2n, i.e. they coincide with the thermal
averages. Similarly, the mean number of particles spontaneously created in this spacetime
and in the normalised state / e L2(^,IR+) is given by N[f] NJh[f] with ß 2ir, where

Nß [/] is the thermal average given by

*"'/] - ff^f ("7,
In the spacetime defined by eq. (2.8), the incoming test function will thus be denoted by

fTh(x), which is defined by eq. (2.10), where the transformation x(y) is given by eq. (2.9).
This spacetime is the dynamical counterpart of the n — £ spacetime of Gui [10], which
corresponds to the thermal equilibrium case. Since the CGHS line element (2.7) coincides
with the line element (2.8) in the region defined by x~ « 0 and x+ ^> 1, the outgoing
radiation emitted by the CGHS black hole is thermal in that region.

3 The mean number of created particles

3.1 Convergence of the mean number N[f]

A quick look at eq. (2.23) shows that the mean number N[f] of particles created by the
black hole may diverge or not depending on the infrared and ultraviolet behaviors of the

A
incoming test function / (k). These behaviors are related to the properties of the outgoing
test function f(y) through eq. (2.10). It is therefore interesting to study the influence of
f(y) on the convergence of the mean number N[f] in the CGHS black-hole background, and
in the spacetime defined by eq. (2.8) as well, in order to understand the physics of the black
hole close to the horizon. Of particular interest are the infrared behavior of / (p) and the
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decreasing properties of f(y) at infinity. Their influence on the function / (k) is explored in
the two following lemmas.

Lemma 1 Let x G C°°(IR) be a function satisfying x(0) / 0, vanishing at infinity and such
that all its derivatives vanish at the origin and at infinity. If one defines the function fa by

fa(p) 6(p)p° x(p), Vp € IR, where a > 0, then one has in the CGHS black-hole background

l/.(-*)l < C„k,M + 0(k),

/„(_t) ^^L+o/2rra(logk)a

and in the spacetime defined by eq. (2.8)

{ CQ,+ A(k)

hh(-k) i

if k « 0+, (3.1)

1

*/ k » 1, (3.2)[(log*)1-1-.

s/2lta(-\ogk)a

Ca,- B(k)

AO
1

27ra(logfc)°
AO

(-\ogkf+a

1

(log*) l+o

if k « 0+,

if k » 1,

(3-3)

(3-4)

where the functions A and B are both bounded by above and below, Ca and Ca,± are three

constants depending on a, and where the function q is defined by

q(a)
a,

1/2,

if 0 < a < 1/2,

if 1/2 < Q.
(3-5)

Proof See appendix A.2.

À

This first lemma shows in a generic example that both the IR and UV behaviors of / (—k)
are determined by the IR properties of / (p). The smoothness assumption on x is necessary
in order that the decreasing property of fa(y) at infinity is well determined for in that case

one has [11]

f ca.

Uv)
Cg,+

AO

AO

1

,2+a

2+a

if -y » 1,

if y » i,

(3.6)

(3.7)

where Ca,± are the same constants as in 'emma 1 (if x & C°°(IR), the discontinuity of one
of the derivatives of fa(p) rnay imply that f(y) decreases more slowly). Equations (3.6) and

A
(3.7) determine then the behavior of fa(x) for —x Z$> 1 and x « 0~ respectively through

A

eq. (2.10), on which the properties of fa(—k) depend. It can actually be shown, in a more

general context, that the IR behavior of / (—k) depends solely on the behavior of f(y) far
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from the black hole, and that the UV behavior of / (—k) depends solely on the behavior of
f(y) close to the horizon. This is done in the following lemma which gives bounds instead of
asymptotic behaviors for weaker assumptions, in particular it is assumed that the modulus
of / decreases at infinity faster than the inverse of an algebraic function. From theorem A.l,
if / is squared integrable, it is always possible to choose the phase of / in such a way that
its Fourier transform / vanishes for all negative values of its argument.

Lemma 2 If f is an integrable function satisfying f (0) 0, whose derivative f exists and
is integrable, and such that its modulus \f\ satisfies

\f(y)\ <

c.
(-y)1+"

i y l +Q'

if y < -L,

if y> L,

where C± > 0, L > 1, a > 0 and e > 0 are five constants, then

(3.8)

(3.9)

!/(-*)! <
C£k"^-rO(k),

21+QC+ _ 1

AO
a(\ogk)a \y/k

if k « 0+,

if fc » 1,

(3.10)

(3.11)

/J"(-fc)l <

3C-
+ 0(k),

e(-logfc)

2aC+
{ a(logk)°

' ~ Vv'fc
+ 0-7-

if k « 0\

if k » 1,

(3.12)

(3.13)

where the function q is defined by eq. (3.5), and where Cc > 0 is a constant which diverges
when e —? 0+.

Proof See appendix A.3.

Under the assumptions of this lemma, the IR and UV behaviors of fTh(—k) and the UV

behavior of / (—fc) are thus at least inversely proportional to a power of the logarithm of fc,
À

and / (—fc) decreases at least in an algebraic way in the IR region. Lemmas 1 and 2 imply
from eq. (2.23) that the mean number N[f] of created particles is very sensitive to the IR
properties of / (p) or to the asymptotic behavior of f(y) at infinity. This is highlight in the
two following theorems.
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Theorem 1 Let x € C°°(IR) be a smooth function satisfying x(0) ^ 0, vanishing at infinity
and such that all its derivatives vanish at the origin and at infinity. If fa(p) 0(p)pa x(p)
(Vp € \R) is a normalised wave function where a > 0, then one has the equivalences

N[fa}<oo

Nlh[fa}<™

\N[fa]-Nlk[fa]\< oo

a > 1/2,

Q > 1/2,

a > 1/2.

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

If cx < 1/2, N[fa] is only UV divergent in the incoming momenta fc, whereas N2^ [fa] is

both IR and UV divergent in fc, and \N[fa] — N2£ [fa}\ is only IR divergent in fc.

Proof This theorem follows from lemma 1 and eq. (2.23). For example one has

/c(-fc) flh(-k)

f Cl-A(k)2
a2(\ogk)2c

AO
(log*) I+Ï3"

o
.(logfc)1+2a

if km 0+,

if fc » 1,

(3.17)

which implies that the difference | N[fa] — N2£ [fa]\ is IR convergent in fc if and only if
a > 1/2, and that it is UV convergent in fc. O

Theorem 2 Let f € L2^, IR+) be a normalised wave function such that f and f exist and

are integrable, and such that its modulus \f\ satisfies

C

I/Ml < R)
c

171+5 '

l+e, if y < -L,

*f y>L,
(3.18)

where C > 0, L > 1, a > 1/2 and e > 0 are four constants. Then

N[f] < co, (3.19)

and if furthermore e > 1/2,

Nlh[f] < oo. (3.20)

Proof This theorem is proved in a straightforward way from lemma 2. O

Theorem 1 shows that the numbers N[f] and N^lf], and their difference diverge if / (p)
does not decrease sufficiently fast at the origin p 0. Theorem 2 shows that the convergence
sf N[f] depends essentially on the asymptotic behavior of f(y) far from the black hole, and
that the convergence of N2k\f\ depends on the behavior of f(y) for both y S> 1 and — y ^> 1.
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3.2 A bound for the mean number N[f]

A bound for the difference | N[f] — k N2k[f] | is now given, as a first step towards obtaining
a bound for the mean number N[f\.

Lemma 3 If f g Z,2(^,IR+) is a normalised wave function such that f exists and is
integrable. then

N[f] - « Nlhlf] < / dp'f(p'yt(py
Jo Jo

A C
roo

/ dp
Jo

I/»I

where t is a complex function satisfying

\t(p)\

and C > Ü is a constant.

sjp(e2**-l)

2n

P(e2*>-1)

P
f~(p)t(p)

p-p

1 + p2 + log
1 +p

(3.21)

(3.22)

Proof See appendix A.4.

Although this bound is quite complicated, it contains useful informations which will be

exploited in section 5. The first term of this bound is the main UV contribution in
momentum fc and stems from the values of the wave function close to the horizon. The p2

contribution in the second term is the UV correction to the first term, this is needed

because the wave function / is not necessarily localised close to the horizon. The logarithmic
expression in the second term is the IR contribution in fc and stems from the values of the
wave function far from the black hole. The first contribution in the second term is due to
the finite values of fc.

Some cruder but simpler bounds are given in the following theorem.

Theorem 3 If f G Z,2(^,IR+) is a normalised wave function such that f exists and is

integrable, then
V2p>

nu] < crd-i\U1 - Jo 2p 1

dp \?(p)\
-2-rrp,

N\f]-Nl\f]\ < Cf | Jdp \}(p)\
-i-irp,

(3.23)

(3.24)

where C > 0 is a constant.
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Proof This theorem follows from lemma 3. The first term on the r.h.s. of eq. (3.21) is

bounded by applying a theorem on Hilbert transforms (see theorem A.2) which enables us

to treat the principal value

Jo dpf(p) t(p) jo dpP-j-^- < 4n Jo Yv^^-X (3.25)

Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for the second term, one gets eqs (3.23) and (3.24)
fromeq. (2.27). D

Theorems 1 and 3 are in agreement, both predict that the mean number A^[/a] and the
difference | N[ fa ] — N2ff [/<,]] converge if a > 1/2, where fa is defined in theorem 1. From
theorem 3, it is clear that if N[f] and | N[f] — N2ff[f\ | are infinite, they may only be IR
divergent in p.

4 Asymptotic behaviors of the mean number N[f]

4.1 Close to the horizon

The asymptotic behavior of the mean number N[f] close to the horizon is now investigated.
The translation of the wave function / by a quantity y0 is first defined by

/*(v) f(y-yol VyeiR. (4.1)

Then one asks oneself the questions: Does the mean number of created particles in the state
fy0 tend to its thermal average if y0 -¥ +00 In another words, do we have

lim (N[fyo]-NlklU) I 0 (4.2)
yo-*-(-co V /

And if the answer to this question is positive, how does N[fye] tend to N™ [ fVc ] in this
limit? Notice that since a translation of / implies only a global change of the phase of /
the thermal average N2ff [fVo ] does not actually depend on y0 (see eq. (2.27)).

Theorem 1 tells us that the answer to question (4.2) may be negative, since from eq. (3.16)
there are wave functions / such that

\Nlfyo]-Nlh[fyo}\ co, Vyo€IR, (4.3)

i.e., although the numbers ^V[/Vo ] and N2ff [/y<J ] are both infinite in these cases, their differences

are IR divergent. Thus, even if the wave function / is translated towards the horizon,
the mean number N[ fVo } may not tend to the thermal average N2^k [ fVo ]. One expects from
theorem 1 and eqs (3.6) and (3.7) that such wave functions should decrease more slowly than
l/|y|V2 at infinity. It turns out, however, that only the asymptotic behavior of f(y) far from
the black hole (i.e. for y -+ —00) determines whether the mean number N[fVo] does tend
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or not to the thermal average N2^ lfyo] close to the horizon, and if it does, how it does it.
It is shown below that if f(y) decreases strictly faster than l/|y|3/'2 far from the black hole,

A
then the answer to question (4.2) is positive. Two bounds for the Fourier transform /«,(—fc)
are first given in the following lemmas.

Lemma 4 If f is an integrable function such that / (0) 0 and if its modulus |/| satisfies

\f(y)\ < j-~, ify<-L, (4.4)

where C, L and a are three positive constants, then

À AC 2a
v^|/,(-*)| < v/fcVW2,mLi + ______ (4.5)

where 0 < fc < ey°~2L. This result is also true in the thermal case, i.e. for fyZh( — k).

Proof See appendix A.5.

A A A A

Lemma 5 If the function Sf is defined by the difference 5f(x) f(x) — f (x) (x < 0)
where f and its derivative are integrable, then

V2^\6fyo(-k)\ < (-jz+l) (ii/il.+ii/'ilO- (4-6)

where fc > 0.

Proof See appendix A.6.

A bound for the difference Nl fVo ] — N2k lf,JO]\ is now given in terms of y0 > 0.

Theorem 4 Iff € L2(|E,IR+) is a normalised wave function such that f and its derivative
exist and are integrable, and if the modulus \f\ satisfies

\f(y)\ < 7~^, ify<-L, (4.7)

where C > 0, L > 1 and a > 1/2 are three constants, then

| N[U - NZ>[U | < ^i-^ (^T^Tj^r + *>-/*( ||/IL1+||/'|ltl)2(4.8)

where y0 > 0.
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A AT/,Proof Since the Fourier transforms /(—fc) and / (— fc) behave similarly for fc ZS> 1 but
differently for fc « 0+ (see lemmas 1 and 2), one writes

NlfvJ-NlhlfSo}\ <

rw dkf § \\L(-k)\2A\fyT0h(-k)\2 +/Jo zfc L J jv
dk

lw 2k \fyo(-k)\2-\f»ih(-h)\ (4-9)

where 0 < W < ey° 2L. Notice that the bounds of both the integrals and integrands depends

on y0- Lemma 4 implies that

w dkrw dk
Jo 2fc

\fyo(-k)\2A\fyT0h(-k)\2 <

l/lll + 4a 16 C2
a2 (2a -1) (y.-logW-l)2*-1

(4.10)

If 5fyo(x) fyo(x) - fyT0h(x) one has

l/,o(-^)!2-|/vo (-*)|2 < 2 ii/ii 1|<y/yo(-*)i + |^0(-fc)|2

Applying lemma 5 one gets if fc > 0,

\L(-k)\2-\fyToh(~k)\2\ <
1 " ì{jk + l + hU\\fh<Alf>z,y-

(4.11)

(4.12)

This last equation implies

dk

w 2fc
l/vo(-*)|2-|/vTÄ(-*)|2

1

" 4 \-Jw ' W
'

2W2

2 1 1

+ 777 + I/IIl. + II/'M2- (4.13)

From eqs (4.10) and (4.13) one gets eq. (4.8) if W es,°/2-2L (which satisfies W < ey°~2L). O

This last theorem shows clearly that the mean number N[fyo] does tend to the thermal

average iV"1 [ fVo ] when y0 -+ +oo if / decreases sufficiently fast far from the black hole.

4.2 Far from the horizon

The asymptotic behavior of the mean number N[f] far from the horizon is now investigated.
In this region, i.e. in the limit y -> —co, the metric in y coordinates tends to the Minkowski
metric, and thus there is no local creation of particles there. However, this does not imply
that the mean number Nif] is arbitrary small if the test function / is translated towards
that region, because one expects that the queue of f(y) close to the horizon may have a

significant contribution to N[f] even in that limit. Theorem 1 tells us that there are indeed

wave functions / such that

NlfyJ co, Vy0 e IR, (4.14)
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and that these wave functions decrease more slowly than l/|y|3/2 at infinity. One ask thus
oneself the questions: If fyo is defined by eq. (4.1), under what conditions does one have

lim N[fyQ] 0, (4.15)
yo—?—oo

and if the answer to this question is positive, how does N[fyo] vanish in this limit? It is

shown below that if f(y) decreases strictly faster than 1/y3^2 close to the horizon, then the
A

answer to question (4.15) is positive. Three bounds for the Fourier transform fyo(—k) are
first given in the following lemma.

Lemma 6 Let f be an integrable function such that its modulus |/| satisfies

\f(y)\ < -£?, if y >L, (4.16)

where C > 0, L > 1 and a > 0 are three constants, and assume that y0 < 0.

a) Iff(O) 0 anda> 1/2, then

VAÏ\L(-k)\ < 22CVk + keL\\f\\Li, (A.17)

where e > fc > 0.

b) If f is such that f (p) 6(p) f(p), Vp e IR, then

V^ll(-fc)| < fcll/lL.e^°/2 + ^(L_^/2)a, (4.18)

where fc > 0.

c) If the derivative of f is integrable, then

2l+aC 2^'^' * a(tek-£-2r + ?i(*"C + m» + m») (4-19)

where fc > 2e2L.

Proof See appendix A.7.

A bound for N[fyo] is now given in terms of y0 < 0.

Theorem 5 If f 6 L2(jE,IR+) is a normalised wave function such that f exists and is

integrable, and if the modulus \f\ satisfies

\f(y)\ < -pj, if y >L, (4.20)
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where C > 0, L > 1 and a > 1/2 are three constants, then

1 8C2
NlfyA <

a(2a-l) (-j/o/4 + L/2 - l)2*"1

+ 20eiL+*°'i (2l+°C +]\f]\Ll +\\f'\\Ll)2 (421)

where yo < —4(1 + Z,).

Proof Lemma 6 is applied. The bounds (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) are useful for small, finite
and large values of fc respectively. If w and W are two constants such that 0 < w < e~L and
2e2L < W, then

fglil-*)!' < ä^.+ i^l/ll, (4.22)

rii^f-"!' s e^^-^^-V/y^(423)
rex, dk 7, 2 C2 AaLài«-*)i- s Hf(̂2 a-1) (logW-2^-2)20-1

+^(21+aC+||/||L1 + ||/'||LI)2. (4.24)

These bounds imply eq. (4.21) if ttj ev°/4 and W eL~y°A under the constraint y0 <
—A (1 + L), so that the assumptions stated on w and VK are satisfied.

This last theorem shows clearly that N[fVo] does vanish when y0 -+ —oo if / decreases

sufficiently fast close to the horizon.

5 A wave packet

The physics of a wave packet in the CGHS black-hole background is now considered. This
wave packet depends on two parameters 6 and p0 and is defined by

flip) e(p)^2]p]A5(p-Po), VpeiR, (5.1)

where p0 > 6 > 0 and

i) As is a normalised function in L2(dp, IR): f_™ dp | A$(p) |2 1;

ii) the support of A$ is included in the interval (—6,6);
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ri \W
/p„ G C(IR) where r > 0; (fPo vanish at the origin and at infinity for n 0,1..., r;

the derivatives (/
S \(r+!) -i (/,:

s \>.r+'2)
exist almost everywhere and are bounded and

integrable respectively;

iv) the function As is real and positive;

v) the function /* and its derivative are integrable.

From property i) the wave function fVo is normalised in L2(^, IR+), and property ii) implies

that fPo is centred about p0 in momentum space. From property iii) one shows that the
function /' decreases in configuration space at least as l/|y|r+2 if \y\ Z2> 1, and property iv)
implies that /* is centred about y 0. Property tj) will be useful below, when theorems 4

and 5 are applied to this wave function. The function f$e,yo is defined to be the translation
of /p as in eq. (4.1), and its Fourier transform is given by

/po.vo(p) &(p)s/2\p\As(p-p0)e-

For example, if As is the triangle-shaped function

Vp 6 IR. (5.2)

As(p) —3 [8(p)e(5-p)(5-p)+6(-p)e(5 + p)(5 + p)_ (5.3)

conditions i) to v) with r 0 are satisfied. In this case, the wave function in configuration
space is given by

flM 4
3p„

27T<53
eiPo(y-y„) sin2 5(y-y0)

and takes its maximum value at y y~ where

Jvo.yAyA ~
"i6p0

2k
+ 50

1

(y - y.)'
+50\ d-

Po
(5.4)

(5.5)

The wave length of the generic wave packet (5.1) is given approximately by

Ay — • (5.6)
Po

A.
If Ax is the wave length of the incoming wave packet fp0,y„(x), one has

At/(s) y(x + Ax)-y(x). (5.7)

The incoming momentum is approximately given by k0 2tt/Ax. If k0 3> 1, the incoming
and outgoing momenta are related by [12]

p0 « (1 - ex)k0, if x < 0. (5.
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Close to the horizon, one has p0 « (—x)fc0 and thus the outgoing momenta p0 is strongly
shifted towards the IR region when k0 is kept fixed. In the limit x —r — oo, the incoming and

outgoing momenta are asymptotically equal. One also has if p0 ZS> 1,

k0 « (lAey)p0, (5.9)

and thus close to the horizon the incoming momenta fc0 is strongly shifted towards the UV
region when p0 is kept fixed.

The limits 5 —>¦ 0+ and y0 -+ ±oo of the mean number of particles N[fp0iyo] are now
considered. As it is shown below, these limits do not commute. The limits y0 -+ ±co are
first evaluated in the following theorem.

Theorem 6 If the wave function /' is defined by eq. (5.1), then for all 5 > 0

lim NI fU ] - N™[fLv. ] 0, (5.10)

uni M/£,yJ 0, (5.11)

id thus

& Ä(*l'Ä-l -^IA*!) °' (5-12)

feÄ^Ä*] °- (5-13)

Proof Since the function fi (y) decreases at least as l/|y|2 at infinity and property v) is

satisfied by assumption, theorems 4 and 5 can be applied to this wave function and one
concludes immediately. O

The generalised function fPo is now defined by

f~;o(p) Km&tbO, VpelR. (5.14)
Ò-+0+

The expectation value of the momentum operator in the corresponding state equals p0 and
ri
Po,y°ts variance vanishes in this state. Notice that, in configuration space, the function fj

becomes more and more extended in the limit 5 —> 0+, although, if fVo € C^ifR), fp0lVo

decreases at infinity faster than the inverse of any algebraic function of y. Theorems 4

and 5 may thus not be applied to / f° because the quantity L defined in eqs (4.7) or
(4.20) tends to infinity when 5 -+ 0+, and consequently the bounds (4.8) and (4.21) diverge
exponentially in this limit. The following lemma will be needed to consider the physics of
the delocalised wave function f°-, Po

Lemma 7 Let 5 and e be two positive constants. If 5 is small enough, one has for all

y0£ (-e/6,e/6)

Nlfl,Vo]-7Nlhlfl,yo] < C i w £(£ + 1)

el*r° - 1
(5.15)
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where C > 0 is a constant and where the function n satisfies

log2 Po y 0+
Nfl.) I < Po ' /P0 '

(5.16)
ip^e-4^, :/p„»l,

and zs bounded except in the neighborhood of p0 0.

Proof See appendix A.8.

This lemma implies that the mean number N [ f$0lVo ] is approximately equal to the half
oi the thermal average N2£ [ //.,,„ ] if <5 and £ are small enough. It may be applied to the
generalised function f° to calculate N [ /p0lJ,0 ].

Theorem 7 // f/ie generalised function f° is defined by eq. (5.14), then

Û\f™o\ \j^i> VyeeR, (5.17)

where p0 > 0, and m consequence

where the wave function /' zs defined in eq. (5.1).

Proof The limit o" —+ 0+ is first evaluated in eq. (5.15) of lemma 7 and the result obtained
is then true for all y0 € IR. The limit e —> 0+ is next evaluated and eq. (5.17) is obtained.
Equation (5.18) iollows then from eq. (2.27). Ü

This theorem shows again that the mean number of particles created in a state may not
be thermal close to the horizon and may not vanish far from the black hole. Theorems 6

and 7 imply that the limits 5 —r 0+ and y0 -4 ±oo of the mean number N [ f$0iVo ] do not
commute.

6 Conclusions

In the present paper, exact calculations of the mean number N[f] of massless scalar particles
created spontaneously in a given state / have been performed in the CGHS black-hole
background. Since our approach do not rely on the approximation of the horizon, one was
able to draw some rigorous conclusions on the issues related to the convergence of the mean
number N[f] and to the approach to the thermal equilibrium as well, and to calculate exactly
the mean number of particles created in a given mode.
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The main conclusion of this paper is that the physics close - or asymptotically close -

to the horizon depends on the global properties of the considered state. For example, the

approach to the thermal equilibrium of the mean number N[f] close to the horizon depends

on the queue of the state far from the black hole, if this decreases sufficiently fast, otherwise

Nif] may be not thermal in that limit. Similarly, the mean number of particles created in
a given mode is not thermal even close to the horizon, because the corresponding state is

unlocalised, and the contribution of the part of the state which is far from the black hole must
also be taken into account. Since N[f] is essentially not a local quantity, and because a state
without negative momentum components cannot be localised, the mean number of particles
Nif] created close to the horizon depends to some extent on the spacetime properties far
from the black hole.
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A Appendices

A.l Two useful theorems

Theorem A.l (Paley-Wiener [13]) Assume that g G L2(dy, IR). Then there is a function
oj : IR —>¦ IR such that the Fourier transform of f(y) g(y) e'Ay) satisfies

f(p) 0(p)f(p), VpelR, (A.l)

if and and only if
(+°° j.. i°gls(j/il

,2rdy^J—OO 1 + V'
< co. (A.2)

In particular, eq. (A.l) implies that the modulus \ f | is strictly bounded at infinity from below

by a decreasing exponential function.

Theorem A.2 (Hilbert transform [13]) If g e L2{dp, IR), then

np), '-ppdp'm (a.3)
Tt J-oo p — p

converges almost everywhere if p € IR. Furthermore, one has f € L2(dp, IR) and

1 r+co f(v')
g(p) —P dp'^Al, VpelR, (A.4)

7V J-oo p — p

/+00
r+oo

dp Iff» I2 dp \f(p)\2. (A.5)
-co J—oo
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A.2 Proof of lemma 1

Lemma A.l Let be a differentiable function g S Ll(dx, IR+) such that g (Q) 0, aie define
the function h by

h(x)
g(x) if x > 0,

x(-logx)1+a'
where a > 0. If the limit C € C of h exists when x -+ -foo (or x —» 0+,), and i/ one Aas

1

(A.6)

h'(x) O
logx

when i»l for x « 0+j, £Äen

s(-*)
r" M%AO
rht a (logfc) (log*)0

where Ag is a function depending on g and satisfying

1/2 < \A9(k)\ < 3/2

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)

when k « 0+ (or k » l).

Proof The proof will be only sketched here (see ref. [11] for a complete proof). The idea
is to split the Fourier transform g (—fc) into two terms:

Ah^g(-k) f2k dxg(x)e'kx + f°° dx g(x) eikx.
Jo JA

A.10)

Under assumption (A.7), one shows that the second term on the r.h.s. of this last equation
is of higher order than the first one by integrating by part. One next defines the function
Ag(k) by

/ " dx g(x) e'kx Ag(k) dxg(x),
Jo Jo

(A.ll)

from which inequalities (A.9) are deduced from the L'Hospital rule. Approximating and

integrating the r.h.s. of eq. (A.ll) yields eq. (A.8) from eqs (A.6) and (A.7). O

Lemma A.2 If g & L1(dx, 1R+) is such that g(0) 0, and if its modulus \g\ satisfies

2C
\g(x)\ <

(x-log2)^'
where C > 0, I > log 2, and e > 0 are three constants, then

if x > I, (A.12)

AC
'2*\g(-k)\ < —**> e'M +

1

2[1-«(e)] Ak(e'-l)\]g]\LHdltR+). (A.13)

when 0 < fc < ant where the function q is defined in eq. (3.5).
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Proof The primitive G of g is defined by G(x) f0x dx' g(x'). Since g (0) — G(0) 0, one

gets by splitting the integral and by integrating by parts,

Abt g (-fc)
ilik -, r°°

: / dxG(x) e'kx+ / dxg(x)
Jo Jl/k

e —e (AAA)

From assumption (A.12), a bound for the first term on the r.h.s. of this last equation is

obtained by writing f0 dx f0dx + /( dx, where 0 < fc < l~l, and by noting that the
behavior of the bound for J] dxG(x) e depends on e. A bound for the second term is

easily obtained from assumption (A.12) as well and one gets finally eq. (A.13).

Proof of lemma 1 From eqs (3.6) and (3.7), one has

\fa(-x)\ < ; ; 7777X77 + 0

and

fa(-x)

/«"(-*)

(x-log2)1+°

Cg,+

x(-logx)1+a

2+a

+ 1

x(-logx)2+a

Ca,-

x (— logx)1
AO

x(-logx)2+a

if x » 1,

if x«0+,

x » 1,

x«0+

(A.15)

(A.16)

(A.17)

To obtain eq. (A.15), one made use of |y(—x)| > x — log2 and y'(—x) < 2 if x > log2.
A

Equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) follow then from lemma A.l if g(x) fa(—x). Equation
(3.1) follows from lemma A.2. G

A.3 Proof of lemma 2

Lemma A.3 If g £ Ll(dx,IR+) is a function such that g (0) 0, and if its modulus \g\

satisfies

\g(x)\ <
c_

x(logx)1+a'

where C. > 0, / > 1, and a > 0 are three constants, then

ZC.

if X > I,

2^\9(-k)\ < ahiogkr+kl\\g\\LW+)

(A.18)

(A.19)

where 0 < fc < / l.
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Proof The proof is similar to the one of lemma A.2. In this case, however, the behavior
of the bound for /( dx G(x) e'kx one obtains does not depend on the parameter a. G

Lemma A.4 If g £ Ll(dx, IR+) is a differentiable function such that its modulus satisfies

C+
\g(x)\ < if 0 < x < /,

x(-logx)1+a
where C+ > 0, 0 < / < 1 and a > 0 are three constants, then

2aC+ 1 21+aC+ 1- i~/ ,m - 2"C+ 1 2'T"G+ I /-00

(A.20)

(A.21)

where k > I 2.

Proof The Fourier transform </ (fc) is split into two terms,

y/%g(-k) J ^ dx g(x) e'kx A T dx g(x) eik (A.22)
TZ

A bound for the first term on the r.h.s. of this last equation is obtained directly from
assumption (A.20) if fc > l~2, and a bound for the second term is deduced by integrating it
by parts. Equation (A.21) then follows. G

Proof of lemma 2 From eqs (3.8) and (3.9), one has

C.

!/(-*)! <

and

fTh(-x)\ <

P+7

c+
x(- logx)1+a'

C_

x(--logx)1+î'
c+

if x » 1,

if x «0+,

if x » 1,

if x « 0+.

(A.23)

(A.24)

x(-logx)I+ï'
Lemmas A.2 and A.3 imply eqs (3.10) and (3.12) respectively. Lemma A.4 is next applied

A
to g(x) /(—x). Since

Ay) £/(*)

one has

7a

dx
d ft ì

logv/fc

S/(y) + i/'(y).'(y)

< /°g dy (l + ey)(\f(y)\ + \f'(y)\).
J—OO

(A.25)

(A.26)

This result is also true for g(x) fTh(—x), and eqs (3.11) and (3.13) are then obtained. G
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A.4 Proof of lemma 3

From eqs (2.13) and (2.23) one has

_
1 fOO roo

Nif] 5-j / dp'f(p'Y dpf(p)
07T Jq JO

roo

x r(ip') r(-ip) / dk sinh(Trfc) r(-ip' - ifc + o+) r(ip + ifc + o+),
Jo

where eq. (2.15) has been used. Stirling's formula [9],

l + O

(A.27)

T(z)

where | arg z\ < rr, implies that

sinh(Trfc) T(-ip' - ifc 4- 0+) T(ip + ifc + 0+)

Te-f(pV)ei(^')logt i + o{1 + pI+p'2

(A.28)

(A.29)

The integral over fc in eq. (A.27) is split into three terms according to the partition IR+

[0,u>] U (w, W) U \W, oo), where w and W are two positive constants which are small and

large enough respectively. The contribution of the non-compact interval [W, oo) is given
from eq. (A.29) by

A7ht(p)t(pyP-±-r + - - '

P-P ^p(e2"r>-l)p'(ei«r>' - 1)

where the function t has been defined by

t(p) V(-ip) e-t" e[pio*w,

„2 j. „'2o\l±fyjL
(A.30)

(A.31)

and satisfies eq. (3.22) (see eq. (2.15)). The first term on the r.h.s. of eq. (A.30) is the half
of the kernel of N?f[f] (see eq. (2.27)), and thus

roo roo roo sjU 1

_

jf dp'f(PyJo dpf(p)Jw -U(-k,p')'U(-k,p) -Nlhlf] (A.32)

vf«>T«f^™ + »^/;* /~(p)(i+p2)
¦sjp(e2^ - 1)

If £ > 0 is small enough one has furthermore

/ dk sinh(Trfc) r(-ip' - ifc + o+) r(ip + ifc + o+)
Jo

< Ce-?<p-H>')
l0g(l + f), z/p,p'>£>0,
log (l + p i otherwise,

(A.33)
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rW
/ dk sinh(Trfc) V(-\p' - ifc + 0+) T(ip + ifc + 0+)

Jvj
< c^e-'Av+r')
— ° 77)

C '

vhere C > 0 is a constant. From the last three equations one gets

Nif] - \Nlhlf] <
1 rdp>f(Pyt(PyrdPptMM

Jo Jo p — p

AC
rOO

/ dp
Jo

\f~(p)\

\lp(e^ - 1)
(1+P2) + C 1 + log 1 + j) j

roo I/Ml

(A.34)

(A.35)

-i 2

\fp{einp-l).

AC r dp
Jo

I/»I
yjp(e2^ - 1)

og 1 +
V Jo

l/(p)l
\W^ -1)

which implies eq. (3.21).

A.5 Proof of lemma 4

A
The Fourier transform of fyJxx) is split into two terms,

jf^ dx l(x) ete jf^ dx fyc(-x) (e-'kx - l) + /" da &(-*) (e"1*1 - l) (A.36)

where x0 ey°. A bound for the first term on the r.h.s. of this last equation is given for
both the CGHS black-hole and thermal cases by

J^dxfyo(-x)(e-'kx-l) < %/fcV^2||/||tI (A.37)

To obtained a bound for the second term, the CGHS black-hole and thermal cases must be

treated separately, although similar bounds will be found for these two cases. One assumes
in both cases that eL~y° < x, so that use of assumption (4.7) can be made. In the second

term one has (fcx0)~a5 < x, one must thus have eL~y° < (fcx0)"u5. This means that the
bounds obtained below are true for 0 < fc < ey°~2L.

The thermal case is first considered. Assumption (4.4) implies

C
\}yQ \ x)\ ^ ri \il+a'x [log(xx0)]

from which one deduces, if 0 < fc < ey°~2L, that

/" dxf™(-x)(e-ik*-l

if x> eL~y°,

2C 2°

a yo - log fc )Q

Equations (A.37) and (A.39) imply eq. (4.5) for the thermal case.

(A.38)

(A.39)
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The case of the CGHS black hole is now considered. An auxiliary transformation yA(x)
is defined by

Va(x)
— logx, if 0 < x < log 2,

-x + log 2, if log 2 < x < oo.
(A.40)

Since

1 [ 1/x, if 0 <x <log2,
y'(x) —— < 2 x

1 ~e I 1, z/ log 2 < x < oo,
(A.41)

assumption (4.4) implies when x > eL y" that

I/*«(-*) I <
2C

[yo-y^^)] l + cv

1/x, if 0 < x < log 2,

1, if log 2 < x < oo.
(A.42)

The cases (fcx0) °'5 < log 2 and (fcx0)~°'5 > log 2 have to be considered separately. If
(fcx0)~°-5 < log 2 one has from eq. (A.42)

/•co A /-log 2

j dx \fyo(-x)\ < J_^,dx
2C

<

x [log(xx0)]

2C 2a

a (yo-logfc)"

fc
l+a + /.

2C
dx —

g2 (x + y0-log2)1+a

(A.43)

If (fcx0) 05 > log 2, one has also from eq. (A.42)

roo a r°°
J dx \fvo(-x)\ < J dx

\/kx0 \/kxo

2C

x + y0 - log 2 ;

<
2C 2a

a y0 - log fc - 1

since 0 < —2 log z < 1/z (if 0 < z < 1) implies for 2 log 2 i/fczo

0 < - log 2 2 log log 2 + log fc + y0) <

,-, (A.44)

(A.45)

Equation (4.5) for the black hole case is then deduced from eqs (A.37), (A.43) and (A.44). G

A.6 Proof of lemma 5

The subscript y0 is dropped in this subsection for clarity. Defining the transformation xTh

xT/l(y) by eq. (2.9), one gets by integrating by parts

f dx5f(x)eikx i r™dy \x'(y) f'(x(y)) e"^> - x'Th(y) f'Th(xTh(y)) e^rAv)
J—oo K J—oo L

(A.46)
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Equation (A.25) implies

/•o a if r+oo
/ dx5f(r)e'kx - -/ dyf'(y)

J — OO K I J—OO Ay)
a\kx(y) _

<,(y)
,'*:ITJ.(!')

+ j"(y) jm»i _ fzijyj ^teTh(»)
*'(y)2 'Jy^2

+ CO

xr,(y)
/+00 dyf(y)

-oo

%{£&* [/(y) + /'(y)l [e^-e'^^+^Jdy/'ty)^
Now if one defines z e~y one gets

A I e-ifcr'y' — e~":l7''>'y' I <
[*-l0g(l+*)l:

2
2'

and in particular

gy
I e-\kx(y) _ e-\kxTh{y) I

<

(A.47)

(A.48)

(A.49)

where zm is defined by fc [zm — log(l + 2m)] 2. Since 0 < 2 — log(l + 2) < 4+, one obtains

-f- < \fk and thus

ey
I e'Mv) _ j**ThM I < >/*.

Equations (A.47) and (A.50) imply finally eq. (4.6).

(A.50)

G

A.7 Proof of lemma 6

a) Equation (4.16) implies eq. (A.12) with / log(l + eL) < eL since |y(—x)| > x — log2
and y'(—x) < 2 if x > log 2. Lemma A.2 is then applied with a > 1/2 and eq. (4.17) is

obtained.

Jkx(y) _ eiky

b) Since / (—fc) 0 if fc > 0, one has

V^f(-k) r°°dyf(y) [e
J-OO L

One writes then

V27 fyo(-k)

fL+V0/2dyfy0(y)e'ky {e*My)-y] _ A + /+°° dy fyo(y) leikxM - eik*
J-00 k ' JL+yo/2 L

A bound for the first integral on the r.h.s. of this last equation is obtained from

\x(y)-y\ < ey, VyelR.

Assumption (4.16) is used in the second integral to deduce eq. (4.18).

(A.51)

(A.52)

(A.53)
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c) Equation (4.19) is obtained in the same way as eq. (3.11) of lemma 2.

A.8 Proof of lemma 7

This lemma is deduced from eq. (3.21) of lemma 3. The second term on the r.h.s. of this
equation gives a contribution of order 6 ii f fp0tVo. To treat the first term with the principal
value, one writes in eq. (5.2),

+ e-iPov„ jy:(p-j><0vo_ij _ (A54)-,pyo _ p-,poy0

The real contribution of e~'p°y° in this first term vanishes because the function As is real
by assumption and the integrand is anti-hermitian. The imaginary contribution of e~'p°y° in
the first term is proportional to

rri rin?1, t\u\r6 i>\rt>w s'm{™&it(p)}-Mgit(p')}} ,A„x/ dp dp \fPo,yo(p)t(p)fPe,yo(p)t(p)\ ; (A.55)
Jo Jo p — p

and this expression may be bounded by a term of order 5. Finally, the contributions of
g->PoSto g-i(p-po)yo — 1 j in this term are of order e(l + e) from eq. (3.25) and the assumption
on \y0\ (since \(p-p0)y0\ < e). G
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